Pyramidal Cells, Dendritic Spines, Quantitative Histology, Neuronal Learning Theories Neighbouring pyramidal cells in the mouse cortex sometimes have different densities of dentritic spines. This was shown by a quantitative analysis of 10 neurons. For this, a method was worked out which corrects for the spines hidden behind (and in front of) the dendrite. The main result is that there is a positive correlation between the spine densities on different parts of the dendritic tree of one neuron. The possible functional meaning of these findings is briefly discussed.
Introduction
The dendritic surface of many nerve cells in the central nervous system is studded with numerous pinlike processes1_3. Especially rich in " spines" are the dendrites of the Purkinje cells in the cerebel lum and the pyramidal cells in the cerebral cortex.
Recently, there has been a revival of interest in dendritic spines since it was shown that they are the site of synaptic connections4-6 and that their development can be influenced by surgical destruc tion of sensory input7' 8. Even abnormal environ ments have their effect on the number and shape of spines9-12. Also, abnormal spines have been described in human pathology 13_15. This paper proceeds from the observation that sometimes neighbouring pyramidal cells of the cere bral cortex have different densities of spines. Since this fact may be related to neuronal learning theo ries a more quantitative analysis seemed indicated.
Pyramidal cells represent the main cell type of the cerebral cortex. The characteristics of a pyrami dal cell are the following16: 1. an apical dendrite with a ramification in the first layer, independently of the position of the cell body which can vary between layer II and V I; 2. basal dendrites which radiate from the cell body; 3. an axon which leaves the cortex after taking a straight vertical course toward the white matter; 4. axon collaterals which stay in the cortex.
The following questions were raised:
1. Does the observed difference in " spininess" hold up to statistical analysis?
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2. Is there a correlation between the spine densities in different parts of the dendritic tree of a neuron?
Methods
Observations were made on 100 //m thick frontal sections of the brains of adult white mice stained by the Golgi-method (potassium-dichromate-glutaraldehyde-modification by Colonnier 17) . The middle third of the cerebrum (between the frontal and oc cipital poles) was used because there the plane of the section is oriented parallel to the main-axis of the pyramidal cells. Pyramidal cells in the ventral third of the brain were not considered because of their different morphology.
In the light microscope the cortex was investi gated for areas where two pyramidal cells situated close together seemed to differ in their numbers of spines. In five such pairs of cells from three mice the number of spines, the thickness of the dendrites and the length of the spines were measured. The cell bodies of each pair were situated at the same level of the cortex, ranging from layer II to layer V, and their dendritic fields overlapped or were at least contiguous.
For each cell 8 to 11 dendritic segments of 20 to 40 um length were drawn with the Camera lucida (Fig. 1) . These segments were distributed on four parts of the dendritic tree: a. branches of the apical dendrite in the first layer, b. stem of the apical dendrite, c. other branches of the apical dendrite beneath the first layer, d. basal dendrites. The segments closest to the cell body were avoided, on both apical and basal dendrites, since these are practically devoid of spines. Also, in order to ob tain comparable values, considering the systematic variation of spine density as a function of the distance from the cell body 18-23? in neighbouring neurons, on the apical dendrite stem the samples were chosen at comparable heights. Spines of all shapes were counted, including those which were partly covered by the dendrite. No at tempt was made to include the spines which were hidden behind or which were exactly above the dendrite since these cannot be seen accurately for obvious optical reasons. Therefore, the number of spines counted does not depend only on their real number but also on the diameter of the dendrite and the length of the spines. Assuming that the spines are oriented radially on the dendrite (Fig. 2) , Fig. 2 . Scheme of the cross section of a dendrite (circle in the middle) with some spines s. The observer looks in the direction of the arrow. B : optical axis of the microscope; hi _ 4 : lengths of four spines projected onto the visual plane; I, real length of the spines; r, radius of the dendrite; a, angle which subtends one fourth of the spines visible in the microscope; ß, angle which subtends one fourth of the spines hidden by the dendrite; y 3 . angle of a spine with the optical axis.
we get the total number N of spines of length / on a piece of dendrite with the radius r from the visible number of spines n :
The radius r of each segment of dendrite was calculated as the average of at least 10 measure ments taken from the drawings (Fig. 1) . The length I of the spines was calculated from the average length of their visible projections (Fig. 1) on the basis of the following reasoning.
The length / of the spines in general appears shortened on the drawings for two reasons, a. the obliquity with respect to the plane of projection, b. the partial covering of the spines by the dendrite. Very long spines on a very thin dendrite only ap pear shortened because they are viewed obliquely. On the other hand, the thicker the dendrite is relative to the length of the spines the more b. be comes relevant.
The projected length h\ of a spine of length I is (Fig. 2) hi = {1 + r)sin y\ -r .
To get the projected average length h of all visible spines of the same length /, the integral between ß and 7i -ß is formed and divided by the angle tc -2 ß between the uppermost and the lowest spine which would be just visible:
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With r = 0, for an infinitely thin dendrite, we get A = (2/ n )l . The other extreme of a thick den drite with infinitely short spines yields h = (2/3)/. Surprisingly, the ratio between the average pro jection h of the spines and their true length / is almost the same in the two extreme cases, varying as it does only between 2/3 and 2/.t. It is possible, therefore, to compute the true average length I of the spines from their measured average projection h independently from their length relative to the thickness of the dendrite.
The correction which has been applied for hidden spines may explain the slight discrepancy between values presented here for spine densities and those of other authors. in the cortex (I and II, I II and IV, etc.) are also juxtaposed in the diagram. Fig. 5 shows the average density of spines of each of the ten neurons in order of decreasing " spininess" . There are transitions between the highest and the lowest value which differ by a factor two. The bracketts indicate pairs of neighbouring neurons.
Results
In Fig. 6 for each neuron of a pair the values obtained from all the dendrite segments measured were lumped into four averages: one for the basal dendrites, one for the lower part of the apical dendrite, one for the stem of the apical dendrite, and one for the brandies of the apical dendrite in the first layer. In three of the five cases all values of the profusely-spined neuron are higher than those of the poorly-spined one (III/IV , V/VI, V II/ V III). They differ significantly (at the 5% level) according to the test of Wilcoxon. The pair of neurons IX/X is a borderline case while neurons I/II don't snow a significant difference. The correlation of the spine densities within one neuron which is apparent in the diagrams be comes more obvious if we take the mean spine count on the apical dendritic tree of each neuron and compare it wdth the mean value for the basal dendrites of the same neuron (Fig. 7) . Neurons rich b a sa l s p in e s / 1 0 / z m -----► (Pearson) is, in each case, smaller than that of all the neurons together (Table I ) .
Discussion
Direct estimation of spine density is treacherous. A quantitative appraisal is necessary and should include corrections for the diameter of the dendrite and the average length of the spines. Only three of the five pairs of neurons chosen because they ap peared on inspection to be unequally spiny actually showed a significant difference in the number of spines.
The existence of pyramidal cells with different spine densities is established without any doubt. The differences cannot be attributed to statistical fluctuation because of the strong correlation of the spine densities in different segments of the dendritic tree of one and the same neuron. A possible ex planation could be that the neurons with fewer spines are in a pathological condition. Local atro phy of the tissue can be excluded because of the presence, very close together, of spine-rich and spine-poor neurons. Moreover, the neurons which had few spines did not show any pathological symptoms, such as broken up dendrites or shrunken cell bodies etc. Similarly, there was no indication that the small number of spines was due to insuf ficient staining; in fact, when there was reason to suspect that the dendritic and axonal tree of the neurons was not completely impregnated, the neurons were excluded from the analysis.
We may suspect, then, that the different degrees of spininess depend on different roles of the neurons in the network. Afferences seem to be necessary for the formation of spines7, 8. Two facts are important in this connection. Firstly, if two neurons are embedded in the same network of afferents but still differ in their spininess, we may conclude that what makes them spiny is not the general level of afferent excitation, but the detailed afferent constellations which reach them. Secondly, the strong correlation of spininess within one neuron seems to indicate that it is not just a local condition in the afferent excitation, but rather the condition of the neuron as a whole which decides upon the growth of the spines. If the condition for the growth of a spine were defined locally between the activity of an af ferent fiber and that of a neighbouring dendrite, a more patchy distribution of spininess could be ex pected.
Regarding the question of a possible correlation between spine density and dendrite diameter it was found that, in four out of five examples, the more densely-spined neuron was also the thicker one. However, a simple relation between dendrite diame ter and the number of spines could not be inferred as is evident in Fig. 8 .
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